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THEORY AND APPLICATION OF ALTERNATIVE SCROLL GEOMETRIES
David Lindsay, Reinhard Radermacher
Center for Environmental Energy Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Maryland
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the geometric properties required to form the walls of a functional
scroll compressor, and a practical design procedure that has been used at the University of
Maryland to generate more general scroll geometries and model their performance. It presents
several examples of this technique, showing how it can be used to meet practical design
challenges, optimize operating parameters, and design scrolls of different configurations, such as
sloped and tapering walls, reduced turns, fitted shapes, and through drive shafts.
SCROLL GEOMETRY THEORY
The walls of typical scroll compressors are formed as the involute of a circle, that is, the
curve traced by a point on a taut string as it unwraps from a circle; see Figure 1. The
(x,y) location vector of a wall of the fixed
scroll is given by
-re sint+(ret+s 0 )cost]
X (t) =
[ re cost+(ret+so)sint
f
where re is the radius of the circle, s 0 is the
string length when horizontal, and t is a
parameter. The location vector x"' (t) of the
wall of the moving scroll in centered position
is given by a similar expression with a different
s 0 , as are the other sides of the walls. The
circle is known as the base curve or evolute.
Other base curves are possible; line segments
and squares have been considered [7].
Figure 1. Involutes of a circle
Involute designs have several advantages:
simple formulation, uniform wall thickness, minimal coupling torque, and small separation
force. However, there are limitations. The circle involutes cannot extend inside the base curve,
so some other method must be used to complete the design of the inner tips. The shape is fixed
once the base curve is specified, so there is no provision for adjusting the profile to achieve other
design goals.
More general shapes than involutes are possible for a scroll, and have been mentioned
under the term conjugate surface generation [2, 3, 4], in which one scroll is determined from the
other. This paper discusses an alternate approach in which both scrolls are determined from the
same curve, allowing a formulation that is general, simple, symmetrical, and has features
convenient for design engineering.
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The most general shape for a functional scroll must satisfy a simple geometric
requirement: the scroll walls must form equidistant, or parallel, curves when the orbiting scroll is
translated to the center of its orbit; see Figure 2. If ro denotes the constant distance between the
curves, a displacement of the orbiting scroll by r 0 in any direction will then cause contact at all
the points with normals along the direction of displacement. If the walls are formed as multitum S curves, these contacts close
crescent-shaped chambers that
reduce in area and combine a:t the
center as one scrolls orbits. The
parallel curves may vary with axial
location, provided their separation ;
remains the same. (This assumes
i
the scroll orbits without rotation or
\
tipping; it is possible to design
scrolls for other orbiting motions,
but we do not consider such
Figure 2. Parallel curves left, displaced right
elaborations here.)

.r; .
\

The involute method is just one way to generate parallel curves, where r0 is the separation
of the points on the string used to trace the curves, but it is quite restricted. In general, the
evolute does not have to be a simple closed curve, it does not have to be continuous or bounded,
and it does not have to be the same for successive turns. We have found that it is more
convenient to describe the curves directly, by visualizing a circular milling tool of diameter r0
following a path x P (t) removing all the material it encounters to leave behind parallel walls; see
Figure 3. Both sides of the fixed and moving scroll walls are given by
r
X f (t) =X P (t) + ~ ll P (t)

xm (t) =X P (t)-

r

~ n P (t)

where n P (t) is the rightward normal to the path. The
normal may be written as
dxP
ds P

dxP
dt

n (t)=-i x--oc-i x-P

z

z

where i z is the unit normal to the plane, s P is the arc
length, and the vectors are extended to 3-vectors for the
cross product.

Figure 3. Milling Tool Method

This so-called Milling Tool Method can clearly describe any design generated by a
simple involute, but provides greatly increased flexibility for generating adjustable geometries.
To form a practical double-chamber compressor, the path of the tool must form a C 1 continuous
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multi-tum S, have
successive turns
separated by at fixed wall
least r0 to avoid
moving wall-+-+-_.._.
walls of negative (displaced)
thickness,
and
have a radius of milling tool ----"~rt~....._
curvature at least path
~-ro I 2 to avoid
Figure 4. Chamber and generating path parameters
cusps, but the
g.
path is otherwise arbitrary.
X
y
re

.

0.
0.0264
-0.0264
0.

The parameters of the compressiOn
chamber may be obtained directly from the
milling tool path. The area of the chamber
formed by displacing the moving scroll in
direction n 0 can be shown to be

0.
-6.8165
6.8165
0.

3.5027
0.
0.
3.5027

A(t) =r0 (1isP +(~xP xn 0)J

where

~x P

is the vector between the path points
ro

with normal n 0 and 6s P is the arc length
between them; see Figure 4. (The l::.xP xn 0 term
vanishes for the chambers of involute designs
outside the combining point.) The gas pressure
force and moment on the moving scroll wall are
given by
Fm (t) =-phiz x~x P

/j
/

Figure 5. Milling Tool path specification
and corresponding scroll

Mm(t)=-phiz~IXP j /2
2

where p is the pressure in the chamber and h is its height. These formulas allow efficient
computation of the geometric factors, and have useful graphical interpretations that indicate how
to modify the path to achieve specified force
modifications [8].
Scroll profiles for the conjugate surface
approach have been specified by patching.arcs given
by polar equations of various forms [1, 2, 12].
However, with the Milling Tool Method it is more
convenient to define the path as a series of
continuous arcs around specified (x,y) centers.
With point centers, this generates curves consisting
of a series of circular arcs, but any number of
centers can be specified, so arbitrary curves can be
approached to any desired accuracy. It is also
straightforward to allow the centers to be circles of

centers for
closure points

Figure 6. Force rectangle
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specified radius re, so the path may include involute arcs for modeling conventional scrolls.
Figure 5 shows the numerical specification of an evolute consisting of two circles and two
points, and the corresponding scrolls. This illustrates that useful designs can be specified quite
compactly with this format. The format also provides useful design features: uniform thickness
walls can be obtained by reusing centers on successive turns, and the radial and tangential gas
forces for a chamber can be revealed by constructing a rectangle through the centers; see Figure
6 [8].
We have used this approach in a program at the University of Maryland for designing
and modeling scroll profiles. The program generates a file of geometry measures, including
chamber volume as a function of rotation angle, integrated normal and moment of normal over
the moving wall of the compression chamber, and curvature differences, used to compute
leakage paths. The program provides fast estimates of forces and torques, allowing an efficient
design loop. The geometry interface has been designed to describe compressors of different
types, including screw, vane, and piston compressors in addition to scrolls. Different programs
are used to generate · the geometry files, but the same programs models the leakage and
performance. This permits the thermodynamic calculations and leak modeling to be separated
from the geometry, and standardized independent of the compressor type.
APPLICATIONS OF GENERAL SCROLL GEOMETRY
To illustrate some practical benefits of this theory, we describe a number of examples of
alternate scroll geometries and industry studies carried out at the University of Maryland.
Example 1. Sloped walls and rounded comers
Conventional scrolls have walls perpendicular to the end plate. But by shifting the
milling tool path with axial location, it is possible to design scrolls with sloped walls, as depicted
in Figure 7 (clearance exaggerated). This could offer several manufacturing advantages. The
"batter" allows the shape to be extracted as a casting, requiring minimal machining. The
machining tool could be a truncated cone, with correspondingly greater stiffness than a
cylindrical mill of the same tip diameter. The wall width can be tailored to withstand the
stresses due to the gas forces, which increase toward the base. This consideration may be
important as higher-pressure compressors are being considered for alternative refrigerants [5].
The slope can be varied at the top and bottom to form rounded comers with
geometrically ideal sealing, as also shown in
Figure 7.
Avoiding the square comers of
conventional scrolls would remove potential
fracture sites, high wear locations, and square
interior comers, which are difficult to machine.
Example 2. Tapered walls

Figure 7. Sloped walls and rounded comers

The scroll walls have to withstand greater pressures at the center, but could be thinner
toward the outer tips, saving material, orbiting mass, and space. But with a typical involute
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design, the sum of
the
scroll
wall
thicknesses along
any normal IS a
constant (the base
cturVe
circumference minus the orbit
diameter),
so
making one scroll
thinner requires the
other to be thicker, Figure 8. Tapered walls: involute method left, Milling Tool method right
which loses some
benefits of the idea. However, with the Milling Tool Method, there is no difficulty in tapering
both scrolls toward the outside, as shown in Figure 8.
Example 3. Unified tip design
As
mentioned
previously, the regular
circle involute method
requires modification at
the inner tips because
the method does not
indicate how to join the
parallel
cturVes
or
extend them inside the Figure 9. Tip design: circle involute left, Milling Tool Method right
base circle, and they
will in fact cause mechanical interference if continued to the base circle, as shown by the
clearance arcs in Figure 9 left. But the Milling Tool Method simply requires a smooth path
through an inflection point, and needs no special treatment in the tip region.
This flexibility in modifying the walls simply by adjusting the path is useful for
designing the scroll tips, where relatively small changes can make large differences in the
pressures and forces generated [1, 3, 10]. The method generates a "maximum-material" profile,
in which each point on the walls will make contact some time during the orbit, forming a
chamber that compresses to zero volume. However additional material can be removed from
this profile if desired, for example to enlarge the discharge port.
Example 4. Two-tum scroll
The Milling Tool Method allows the generation of unusual scrolls that may provide
interesting new design opportunities. For example, it may be noted that the capacity of a scroll
is determined by the chambers enclosed by the outer turn, while the volumetric compression
ratio depends only on the inner tum and port geometry. Therefore, the intermediate turns do not
affect the primary performance parameters, and the Milling Tool Method allows the design of an
equivalent scroll with these turns omitted. Such a design is shown in conceptual form in Figure
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10; the straight transition could be curved slightly to avoid slapping. This could offer
advantages of reduced material and machining, and less heat transfer time. It is also possible to
imagine the unused space used for other components, such as the drive shaft, motor, or
alignment mechanism.

orbiting scroll
fixed
exhaust

existing

Figure 10. Two-turn scroll

Example 5. Shaped scroll

proposed

intake chamber
compressed chamber

The Milling Tool Method also allows
scrolls of unusual exterior shape to be designed
and provides an effective way to solve the
problem (2] of designing a scroll of maximum
capacity within a given boundary.
The
rectangular scroll depicted in Figure 11 is an
extreme example, but this does show the
capability for fitting scrolls to unusual package
shapes or around other components.
A

discharging chamber

Figure 11. Rectangular scroll

practical application was to fit an ovalshaped scroll of maximum capacity inside
existing Oldham coupling rings.
Example 6. Through drive shaft
Conventional scrolls are orbited by an
eccentric pin in an external journal. This
introduces a tipping moment that can limit
the practical height of the scroll, and requires
a one-sided support and offset counteracting
weights to eliminate the wobble component.
These disadvantages can be avoided by using
a drive shaft that penetrates the orbiting
scroll. This allows ganged scrolls to be

Figure 12. Ganged scrolls
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driven off the same shaft, as shown in Figure 12. This figure also depicts scrolls with sloped
walls and a central plate, which avoids bending stresses.
The through shaft eliminates the tipping moment, and provides double-bearing support
and simpler balancing. The ganged arrangement could be used for multistage compressors or
compressor-expander combinations, or to drive accessories such as the oil pump.
The through drive shaft idea [11] is not
new, and has appeared in numerous patents. But
many designs show it implemented by simply
truncating the inner turns of a circle involute,
which leads to impractical performance
characteristics such as mismatched compression
chambers. However, the Milling Tool Method can
be used to design the turns to accommodate a
drive shaft in a scroll with reasonable compression
characteristics, as shown in Figure 13. Note the
scrolls need not be symmetricaL
To avoid
pressure equalization losses, the chambers should
compress to the same fraction of their initial
volumes. This can be achieved by extending the
outer end of one scroll, leading to designs with
nearby outer ends [9, 13].

Figure 13. Through drive shaft

Example 7. Tailored force characteristics
The forces and torques generated by a scroll compressor depend primarily on the high
pressures in the central chamber, which depend critically on the tip shape. By careful
consideration of their geometry it is possible to achieve certain optimizations, such as smoother
torque or increased radial sealing force [6]. The key feature is the separation of the centers of
curvature defining the closing points of the central chamber, which are directly specified in the
Milling Tool Method. The method therefore provides an effective design procedure for
achieving predictable changes by modifying the path, a capability not available with the involute
method. This method was applied to obtain the shape shown in Figure 13.
CONCLUSION
Our experience with our program indicates that the Milling Tool Method provides an
effective and practical approach to designing scroll profiles, and can be applied to many designs,
configurations, and challenges not previously considered. We hope the examples shown will
raise interest in the method, and encourage further development and application of the scroll
compressor.
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